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APPROXIMATE SUBDIFFERENTIALS AND APPLICATIONS. I:

THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL THEORY

BY

A. D. IOFFE

Abstract. We introduce and study a new class of subdifferentials associated with

arbitrary functions. Among the questions considered are: connection with other

derivative-like objects (e.g. derivatives, convex subdifferentials, generalized gradients

of Clarke and derívate containers of Warga), calculus of approximate subdifferen-

tials and applications to analysis of set-valued maps and to optimization.

It turns out that approximate subdifferentials are minimal (as sets) among other

conceivable subdifferentials satisfying some natural requirements. This shows that

certain results involving approximate subdifferentials are the best possible and, at

the same time, marks certain limitations of nonsmooth analysis. Another important

property of approximate subdifferentials is that, being essentially nonconvex, they

admit a rich calculus that covers the calculus of convex subdifferentials and leads to

more precise and sometimes new results for generalized gradients of Clarke.

Introduction. The concept of a subdifferential is usually associated with convex

functions for which, to a large extent, subdifferentials proved to be one of the most

useful and porweful instruments responsible for the success of convex analysis in the

1960's [17]. Many of the good properties of convex subdifferentials were inherited by

generalized gradients introduced by Clarke [3] for lower semicontinuous functions

on Banach spaces. Rockafellar gave an alternative definition which applies to

arbitrary functions on arbitrary locally convex spaces [19].

Here we study another class of objects called approximate subdifferentials denoted

by 3a/(x). They appeared for the first time in a finite dimensional situation as

by-products of certain approximative optimization techniques developed by

Mordukhovich [14]. Some subsequent attempts to extend the definition to a more

general situation were successful only for Banach spaces with an equivalent Gâteaux

[7] or Fréchet [12] differentiable norm. A new definition that applies in arbitrary

locally convex spaces was offered by Ioffe in [8] where many nice analytic properties

of approximate subdifferentials were first announced. An infinite dimensional

theory of approximate subdifferentials will be considered in the second ("General

theory") and the third ("Banach theory", which is especially rich) parts of the paper

approximately corresponding respectively to the first announcement [8] and the first

version of the paper mimeographically distributed as [10]. Here we present the first

part where all spaces are assumed finite dimensional.

There have been two reasons to consider the finite dimensional case separately.

On the one hand, definitions and proofs are much simpler in this case and many
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technical complications do not even appear. On the other hand, we can prove

stronger results if the dimension is finite. The situation is approximately as in convex

analysis where certain finite dimensional theorems are valid under assumptions on

relative interiors while corresponding general results require assumptions on inter-

iors.

Here is the contents supplied with short comments.

§1. The definition.

§2. Geometric characterizations. (Approximate subdifferentials are defined in a

pure analytic fashion as, in a sense, upper limits of so-called Dini subdifferentials (or

semidifferentials) [9, 16]. The definition applies to arbitrary functions. With ap-

proximate subdifferentials in hand, we define the approximate normal cone (to a set)

as the approximate subdifferential of the indicator function of the set. For a closed

set this cone coincides with the normal cone introduced by Mordukhovich [14] and

also with the closed cone generated by the approximate subdifferential of the

distance function to the set.)

§3. Connection with other derivative-like objects. (We show that for a convex

(strictly differentiable) function the approximate subdifferential coincides with the

usual convex subdifferential (resp. with the derivative). Thus, approximate subdif-

ferentials as well as Clarke's generalized gradients (henceforth we abbreviate them

C.g.g. and denote them by 3(./(x)) extend convex subdifferentials to arbitrary

functions. But the appearances of the two are very different because 3r/(x) is always

a convex set while 3a/(x) is typically nonconvex. The general relationship between

approximate subdifferentials and C.g.g's in the finite dimensional case is defined by

the fact that Clarke's normal cone is always the convex closure of the corresponding

approximate normal cone. In particular 3u/(x) is always smaller than 3f/(x). If /is

Lipschitz near x, then the latter is the convex hull of the first.

We also show that 3a/(x) is smaller than any Warga's derívate container of/at x

[20]. This result is essentially due to Kruger and Mordukhovich who proved it under

somewhat stronger assumptions.)

§4. Approximate subdifferentials of a sum,

§5. Approximate coderivatives and approximate subdifferentials of a composition.

(These two sections are central: they contain the calculus of approximate subdif-

ferentials including formulae for sums, compositions, upper and lower bounds. The

collection of such formulae for approximate subdifferentials is even richer than for

C.g.g's. (Certain formulae for composition and the formula for lower bounds do not

have analogues for C.g.g's.) Moreover, in certain cases we prove, as corollaries, new

or stronger results on C.g.g.'s. For instance, we show (Corollary 4.4) that the

inclusion

(0.1) dc(fi+f2)(x)cdjx(x) + dj2(x)

(which is the cornerstone of the calculus of C.g.g's) is valid without the assumption

that one of the functions is directionally Lipschitz (cf. [18]). The assumption

disappears also from other theorems of calculus of C.g.g.
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It is appropriate to mention that all main theorems of calculus of convex

subdifferentials [17] follow from corresponding results for approximate subdifferen-

tials collected in §§4 and 5.

The fact that approximate subdifferentials, so heavily nonconvex, admit a devel-

oped calculus must be surprising for anyone experienced in convex and nonsmooth

analyses. Indeed, known proofs (say, of (0.1)) would not work without convexity. In

the theory of approximate subdifferentials the convexity technique does not play a

dominating role although it remains an important part of the machinery. What

becomes principal is a version of a penalty function method. All necessary technical

lemmas will be proved here to make the paper self-contained.

In the second part of the paper we shall axiomatize the techniques by introducing

a class of Banach spaces having some good subdifferentiability properties. We refer

to [11] where such spaces are specially studied mainly in connection with Asplund

and weak Asplund spaces.)

§6. Application to surjection and stability theorems.

§7. Application to optimization problems.

(These two sections have been added to demonstrate how the techniques of ap-

proximate subdifferentials work. However, the results presented (surjection and

stability theorems of §6 and a Lagrange multiplier rule of §7) are new and seem to

be the strongest results of such sort.)

§8. Minimality properties. (This is a short section in which we prove that 3a/(x) is

smaller than any other "subdifferential" 3/(x) having one or another collection of

reasonably good (and, in fact, natural) properties. For instance, each of the collec-

tions includes the requirement that

(0.2) 0 £ 3/(x)

if / attains a local minimum at x, a form of upper semicontinuity property and

embrionic calculus requirements.

There are two major implications of the minimality properties. On the one hand,

we may be sure that in applications connected with (0.2) (say, those considered in

§§6 and 7) approximate subdifferentials provide for the best possible results. On the

other hand, we shall see that even these best results are, in certain respects, still not

as good as their smooth counterparts. Therefore the minimahty theorem actually

establishes some natural limitations of nonsmooth optimization and nonsmooth

analysis in general.)

By X, Y, Z we denote spaces (all finite dimensional) and by X*, Y*, Z* their

duals. It will be convenient for us to discriminate between a space and its dual. If the

space is Euclidean we identify X and X* as sets but retain the notation x* when x*

plays a role of a linear functional. By £ we denote the unit ball, by (x*, x) the

pairing between X* and X (or the inner product if the space is Euclidean) and by

K° = (x* | (x*, x)< 0 Vx E K} the polar of K; the bar always means the closure

and conv A is the convex closure of A.

We use the notation 3/(x) only for convex subdifferentials (except in the last

section) while Clarke's generalized gradients and normal cones are denoted by

3c/(x) and NC(S, x) respectively.
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1. The definition. Let/be a function on X such that |/(x) |< oo. We set

d-f(x; h) = liminfr'(/(x + tu)-f(x)),
u-h
r\,0

d~f(x) = (x* £ Ar*|(x*,Ai)<d7(x;/i),V/i}.

The function h -> d~fix; h) is called the (lower) Dini directional derivative of/at x

and the set 3"/(x) the Dini subdifferential of/at x (see [9, 16] for more details).

If|/(x)|= oo, weset3Y(x)= 0.

We set further

U(f,z,8)={x\\\x-z\\<8,\f(x)-f(z)\<8}.

Definition 1. Let |/(z) |< 8. The set

3a/(*)=n U       37(x)= limsup37(x)
S>0   xeU(f.z,S) x-z

f(x)~f(z)

will be called the approximate subdifferential of /at x.

If|/(z)|= oo,weset3a/(z) = 0.

If/is continuous at z, the condition x E U(f, z,8) may be replaced by ||x — z|| < 8

(with an arbitrary norm || • ||) and the condition fix) -» fiz) may be excluded from

under the sign of upper limit. We note also that for a Lipschitz/

d-f(x; h) = liminfr'(/(x + th) -f(x)).
t\0

As immediately follows from the definition, approximate subdifferentials have the

following upper semicontinuity property:

(1.1) daf(z) = lirnsup 3a/(x).

/(/)-/(-)

Of course, 3a/(z) is always a closed set. It is easy to see that

(1.2) 3a/(z) 7*= 0    if/is Lipschitz near z

and, moreover, 3a/(z) belongs to the Ac-ball about the origin if k is a Lipschitz

constant of/ near z. Indeed, in this case d'fix; h) < k\\h\\ and all 3"/(x) are

contained in the ball.

2. Geometric characterizations.

Definition 2. Let 5 C X, z £ S, and let 8(S, x) denote the indicator function of

S, that is, the one equal to 0 on 5 and to +oo outside of S. The set Na(S, z) —

da8(S, z) (which is obviously a cone) will be called the approximate normal cone to S

at z.

A more detailed description of the approximate normal cone would incorporate

the notion of contingent cone. It is easy to see that d~8(s, x; h) may assume only

two values, 0 and oo, and d~8(S, x; h) = 0 if and only if there are sequences un -» h,

i„\0 such that x + tnunE S. The collection of all h having this property is called

the contingent cone to 5 at x [1]. This is by definition the set

£(5, x) = limsupA-'(5-x)= H      U  f\S - x) .
t\0 />0     0<r«i
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Thus, d 8(S, x; h) is the indicator function of T(S, x):

dS(S,x;h) = 8(T(S,x),h)

so that 3"S(5, x) = £°(S, x) is the polar of £(5, x). Thus, we have proved the

following result.

Proposition 1.

(2.1) Na(S, z) = hmsup£°(S, x).
x — z

It is possible to reverse definitions and express approximate subdifferentials in

terms of approximate normal cones (to the epigraph) as it is often done for

subdifferentials of different types.

Proposition 2. Denote by

epi/= {(a, x) | a >/(*)} CRX X

the epigraph off. 7/|/(z)|< oo, then

dj(z) = (x* | (-1, x*) E Aa(epi f,(f(z), z))}.

Proof. It is easy to see that the contingent cone to epi /at (fix), x) consists (if

|/(x)|< oo) of those (a, h) for which a > d'fix; h). It follows that the inclusion

(-l,x*) E £°(epi f,(f(x), x)) is equivalent to the inequality (x*,h)<a for all

(a, h) such that a s* d'fix; h) which, in turn, is the same as x* E d'fix). It is an

elementary exercise on properties of upper limits to deduce from here that (-1, x*)

E Aa(epi fi(fiz), z)) if and only if x* E 3a/(z).

We shall give two more representations to approximate normal cones, one rather

more analytic and the other purely geometrical. Let us fix a norm in X, and let p

denote the corresponding distance function. We set (z £ S)

N'iS,z)=   ljA3aP(5,z).
\>o

Proposition 3. The set N%(S, z) does not depend on p. In other words, if p, p' are

two different distance functions on X (corresponding to different norms on X), then

Np(S, z) = N?(S, z).

Proof. We note first that p(S, z) — p(S, z) so that S may be assumed closed. If

x g S, u E S and ||x - u\\ - p(S, x), then

p(S, x + h) <||x - u\\ + p(S, u + h).

Therefore d~p(S, x; h) < d'p(S, u; h) which implies together with (1.1) (and the

remark following Definition 1) that

(2.2) 3ap(5, z) = limsup3"p(S, x).

x£S

If || • ||' is another norm on X and p' is the corresponding distance function, then

there are K > k > 0 such that ac||x|| < ||x||' =£ £||x||. It follows that kd'p(S, x; h) <

d-p'(S, x; h) « Kd~p(S, x; h) for all h if x E S (because p(S, x) = p'(S, x) = 0 for
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such x). Together with (2.2) this implies that

Ac3aP(S,z)c3ap'(S,z)c£3aP(S,z)

and the desired equality follows.

One of the implications of Proposition 3 is that the theory we are going to present

does not depend on the specific metric structure of X. In particular from now on, we

assume X tobe a Euclidean space; as to p, it will always denote the Euclidean metric.

Let S be a closed subset of X and x E S. A vector x* is said to be a proximate

normal to S at x if there are u E 5 and X > 0 such that x* = X(u — x) and

||u — x|| = p(S, u). Denote by N (S, x) the collection of all proximate normals to S

at x. We set

NJS, z) = \imsupNp(S,x).
X—.Z

xes

This is just the normal cone introduced by Mordukhovich [14].

Theorem X.Let S C X be a closed set and z ES. Then NP(S, z) = Nm(S, z) =

Na(S, z).

Before proving the theorem we shall establish a simple but an important property

of Dini subdifferentials.

Lemma 1. 7/0 E d'fiz), then for any e > 0 the function fix) + e||x — z|| attains a

strict local minimum at z.

Proof. Assume the contrary: there are e > 0 and a sequence x„ — z such that

f(x„) + e\\x„ - z\\ <f(z). Setting t„ = ||x„ - z||, u„ = (x„ - z)/tn and assuming

(with no loss of generality since ||«„|| = 1) that the sequence un converges to some h,

|| h || = 1, we conclude that

d-f(z; h) < liminf/„-'(/(x + t„u„) - f(z))
H — OO

= hminfA„-'(/(xn)-/(z))<-e
1Í-* 00

in contradiction with the assumption that 0 E 3"/(z).

Proof of Theorem 1. It is obvious that Xp(S, x) *£ 8(S, x) for all x and X > 0.

Therefore Xd~p(S, x; h) «£ d~8(S, x; h)  (if x E S)  and  as  follows  from (2.2),

Np(S, z) C Na(S, z).

Let x* E Na(S, z), ||x*|| = 1. Then for any e > 0 there are x £ S and u* E

d~8(S, x) such that ||x - z|| < e, \\u* - x*\\ < e and ||w*|| = 1. By Lemma 1

(2.3) 8(S,u)- (u*,u-x)+e\\u-x\\>0

for all u E S that are sufficiently close to x. We set vx = x + Xu*, and take ux E S

such that \\vx — ux\\ = p(S, vx). Then wx -» x as X -» 0. Let X be such that ||wA — x||

< e and (2.3) is valid if we substitute mx for u. Since ||wx — ux|| < ||x — ux|| = X, we

have

X2> («x-ux,wx-üx)= ((wx-x) - a«*,(hx-x) -Xu*)

= ||mx -xf - 2X(u*,ux - x)+ X2.

Together with (2.3) this gives ||mx — x|| < 2eX.
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The vector v* = (vx — ux)/X belongs to N (S, ux) by definition. On the other

hand

X||o* - M*|| = \\vx - ux - Xu*\\ = ||x - ux\\ < 2e\

so that ||v* — x*|| < 3e. Applying the definition of the Mordukhovich normal cone,

we conclude that x* £ Nm(S, z). Thus, Na(S, z) C Nm(S, z).

Finally, let x* E Np(S, x), \\x*\\ = 1. Then x* = X(u - x) for some X > 0 and

u £ 5 such that ||w — x|| = p(S, u). We shall show that x* E 3"p(5, x) which will

imply the last inclusion we need, Nm(S, z) C NP(S, z).

Fix an h £ X and let x, E S (t > 0) be such that ||x, - (x + th)\\ = p(S, x + th).

Then x, = x + ty, for somey, such that ||y,|| < 2\\h\\. (Indeed, ||x, - x|| < ||x, - (x +

th)\\ + \\th\\ = t\\h\\ + p(S, x + th) < 2t\\h\\.) The equality

2 2 2

||x + tyt — w||   = (x + tyt — w, x + iyt — u) = ||x — «||   — 2t(u — x, yt)+ t2\\yt\\

= ||x-M||2-(2//\)(x*,yr)+/2||y/

shows that lim sup,N0(x*, y,)< 0. (Otherwise x + tyt would be closer to u than x

for small /.)

Therefore (recall that ||x*|| = 1)

d~p(S, x; h) - liminfr'piS. x + th) - liminfr'Hx + th — (x + ty,)\\

>liminf (x*,h ~yt)> (x*, h)
t\0

and the proof has been completed.

3. Connection with other derivative-like objects. The following proposition is very

easy to prove.

Proposition 4. Assume that f is strictly differentiable at z, that is, there is x* such

that

limsup/-'|/(x + th) - f(x) - t(x*, h)\ = 0.

Then daf(z) = {x*}.

Proposition 5. Let f be a convex function. Then

3a/(z) = 3/(z) = {x* |/(x) -f(z) ^ (x*, x - z), Vx}

is the subdifferential of f at z in the sense of convex analysis.

Proof. If x* £ 3/(z), then, obviously, (x*, /))< d'fiz; h) for all h so that

x* E 37(z) C 3a/(z).

Conversely, let x* E 3a/(z) which means that there are sequences {x„} and {x*}

such thatx„ -» z,/(x„) -> fiz), x* E d~f(xn) andx* -» x*.

It is obvious that x* E 3/(x„) (since the lower directional derivative is not greater

than the directional derivative). In other words, fix) — f(xn) > (x*, x — xn) for all

x and n. Therefore fix) — fiz) > (x*, x — z) for all x.    Q.E.D.
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There are several ways to show that approximate subdifferentials are not larger

than corresponding Clarke's generalized gradients. This will follow, for instance,

from the minimality properties to be established in §8. Here we shall use a more

direct approach which is of an independent interest.

Recall that Clarke's tangent cone to 5 at z E S is defined as follows:

TC(S, z) = liminf rl{S - x).
X~*Z
JCES

t\0

In other words, h E TC(S, z) if and only if for any sequence {x„} C S converging to

z there are /„\0 and un -» h such that x„ + tnu„E S for all n.

The following well-known formula (see [1]) reveals the basic connection between

contingent and Clarke's tangent cones (to a closed set):

(3.1) Te(S, z) = liminf £(S,x) = liminf conv£(S, x),

xe S íes

where conv stands for closed convex hull.

We recall further that Clarke's normal cone is defined as the polar of TC(S, z),

NC(S, z) = TC°(S, z), and Clarke's generalized gradient of a function / at z (if

|/(z)|<co)is

3J(z) = {x*j(-l,x*)EA/(epi/,(/(z),z))}.

The support function of dcf(z) has been found by Rockafellar [19] in the

following form (in the case when/is lower semicontinuous):

dT/(z;/i) = sup  limsup      inf    r\f(x + th) - f(x)).
E>0 A— Z ll«-/'ll<f

r\0

(We have slightly changed Rockafellar's original notation to adjust it to the accepted

style here.)

Proposition 6. Let f be l.s.c. at z. Then

d}f(z; h) = sup  limsup      inf    d'fix; u).
f>0        x-jr        \\u~h\\<e

/(*)-/(;)

Proof. If (an, xn) E epi/and an -^ fiz), xn -* z, then/(x„) -» fiz) since/is l.s.c.

On the other hand, for (a, x) E epi /

£(epi/,(a,x))3£(epi/,(/(x),x))

(provided, of course, that |/(x) |< oo). According to (3.1), it follows that

£f(epi f,(f(z),z))=  liminf £(epi /, ( f(x), x)).

7(*W(z)

By definition

£f(epi/,(/(z), z)) ={(a,/i) \a>tff(z;h)}

and (see the proof of Proposition 2)

£(epi /, (f{x), x))={(a,h)\a> d~f(x; ai)} .
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Thus a > d' fiz; h) if and only if for any sequence {xk) such that xk -> z, f(xk) -»

fiz), there are sequences a* -» a and hk — h such that ak> d~f(xk; hk). This

amounts to saying that for any e > 0

a + e > lim sup I     inf    d'f(xk; u)\.
k^m      V||«-Ai||<E /

This is true for any sequence {x^.} such that xk -» z, fixk) ^ fiz). Therefore

o > d1 fiz; h) if and only if for any e > 0

a + e ^ limsup        inf    d'fix; u))
x^z       V||«-A||<f 7

/(x)-/(z)

which yields the desired equality.

The inclusion 3a/(z) C 3c/(z) is a corollary of the proposition (though not

absolutely trivial). The following lemma communicated to me by Aubin and Wets

offers another way to prove the inclusion.

Lemma 2 (Aubin and Wets). Let Tn be a sequence of closed convex cones in X.

Then conv(limsup £„°) = (liminf Tn)°.

Proof. If x* £ lim sup £„° and x£liminf£„, then (by definition) there are

x„ E £„, a sequence {ai^} of indices and x* E £„° such that x = hmx„ and

x* = limx„t. Therefore (x*, x)= lim(x*4, x„t)< 0 so that x* E (liminf Tn)°. This

proves that the left side of the equality belongs to the right one.

To prove the inverse inequality we shall show that

(lim sup £„° )   C lim inf Tn.

Let x be such that (x*, x)< 0 for all x* E limsup £„°, and let xn be the orthogonal

projection of x onto £„. Then ||xj| < ||x|| (since £„ is a cone), x* = x — x„ £ £„° and

(x*, x„) = 0 (since £„° is a convex cone). Let {x„ } be a converging subsequence of

{x„} and u the limit of the subsequence. Then u* = x — u belongs to limsup Tn so

that (u*, x)< 0. On the other hand, the equality

llxî II = (x*   x — x„ ) — (x* , x)
II    nk\\        \    nki nkl        \    nki      /

imphes that ||u*|| = («*, x>= 0. Thus u* = x — u — 0 and we conclude that any

converging subsequences of {x„} converges to x. This means that x = lim x„ and

hence x E liminf £„.

We note that the lemma is no longer true in the infinite dimensional case (though

the inclusion conv(lim sup £„° ) C (lim inf £„ )° is always true).

Theorem 2. For any closed S C X and any z E 5, we have

Nc(S,z) = convAa(5, z) = conv   limsup7,0(S, x)  .

xGS

For any l.s.c. function f and any z such that |/(z)|< oo we have 3a/(z) C 3c/(z), and

3c/(z) ¥= 0 ==■ 3a/(z) ¥= 0. If, in addition, f is Lipschitz near z, then conv 3a/(z) =

dj(z).
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Proof. The first equality follows at once from Proposition 1, Lemma 2 and (3.1).

The inclusion 3a/(z) C 3(./(z) is an immediate consequence of the equality, as well

as the second part of the second statement (see Proposition 2).

So let us assume that / is Lipschitz near z with constant k > 0. Then the set

{(a, h) | a > k\\h\\) belongs to Clarke's tangent cone to epi / at (fiz), z). It is an

easy matter to derive from here that ß > ||x*||/ac when (-/?, x*) E

Ac(epi/,(/(x),x)).

Let x* E dcf(z). Then (-1, x*) E Nc(epi f,(f(z), z)) and (by a famous theorem

of Carathéodory) there are (-/?,., uf) E Aa(epi /, ( fiz), z)), i = 1,... ,r < dim X,

such that 2 ß,■ = 1 and 2 uf = x*. We may assume that all /?, are positive (because

uf = 0 if /?, = 0). Then xf = uf/ß, EdJ(z) by Proposition 2 and x* = 2jS,xf.

Q.E.D.
It is very easy to make up an example to show that the convex closure of 3a/(z)

can be smaller than 30/(z) and that 3a/(z) need not be convex even in the Lipschitz

case.

For instance, let us consider the following functions of one variable:

Í0, ifx>0,
/(x) = {(-x)1/2,    ifx<0.

Then 3a/(0) = {0} while 3c/(0) = (-oo,0]. On the other hand, for the function

fix) = -|x| we have 3a/(0) = {1,-1}, 3,/(0) = [-1,1]. The last example can be

generalized in the following way.

Proposition 7.  Let f be a concave continuous function.  Then

3a/(z) = limsup(v/(x)}.

(Here, as usual, V/(x) denotes the gradient of / at x. We note that a concave

continuous function is almost everywhere differentiable due to a theorem of Rade-

macher.)
Proof. A concave continuous function is locally Lipschitz and directionally

derivable at every point. Therefore d'fix; h) coincides with the directional deriva-

tive of /at x. This is a concave function of h and the inequality d'fix; h) > (x*, ai)

may be valid for all h if and only if d'fix; h) is linear as a function of ai in which

case d'fix) is a singleton. In other words, d'fix) ¥^ 0 if and only if /is (Gâteaux)

differentiable at x and in this case d'fix) = ( v/(x)}.

The last theorem to be proved in this section implies a comparison theorem

approximate subdifferentials and derivate containers of Warga [20].

Theorem 3. Let {/„(x)} be a sequence of C2-functions uniformly converging to fix)

on a neighborhood of z. Then

3a/(z)climsup(v/„(x)}.

n-»oo
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Proof. Denote by W the set in the right-hand side of the inclusion

w= n n   u   (v/jx)}.
n=]    «>0 m^n

\\x-z\\<S

Take an x* E W. We have to prove that x* E daf(z). We choose 8 > 0, e > 0 and «

such that {fm} converge uniformly on the 5-ball around z and

(3.2) ||x*- V/Jx)||>£   ifm>n,\\x-z\\<8

(which is possible since x* E W). Let m> n and ||m — z|| < 8/2 and consider the

differential equation

(3.3) x =-j-.—— = m (x),       x(0) = u.
' II** - V/m(x)||      ^   h '

Then <p„,(x) is a C1-mapping into X defined on the Ô/2-ball about u and ||<pm(x)|| = 1

thereon. It follows that (3.3) has a unique solution xm(t) defined at least on [0, 8/2]

and satisfying the inequality

(3.4) \\xm(t)-u\\<t    for tE [0,8/2].

We have (using (3.2) and (3.4))

(3.5)

/m(*J0) - /„(«) - (x*, xm(t) -u)= [' ( V/m(xm(r)) - x*, xm(r)) dr
•'o

= - f||x* - V/m(xm(r))||dT < -£/ < -£||xm(/) - u||.
•'o

The sequence (xm(-)} is precompact in the space of continuous maps from [0, 8/2]

into X (because ||xm(/)|| = 1) and, taking, if necessary, a subsequence, we may view

the sequence as converging uniformly to some x(-). For the latter the following

inequality immediately results from (3.5):

/(x(/)) - f(u) - (x*,x(t) -)< -e/< -£||x(/) - u\\.

The left inequality in (3.6) shows that x(t) ¥= u for all t E (0, 8/2]. Therefore

x(A) = u + X(t)v(t), where X(t) = ||x(/) - w|| -* 0 as / -> 0 and ||ü(0|| = 1. It fol-

lows that there are sequences tk -» 0 and Xk -» 0 such that vk = v(tk) converge to

some h, \\h\\ = 1 and Xk — X(tk). Then (3.6) implies the inequality

d'fiu; h)<liminfX'k\f(u + Xkvk) -/(«))
k-* co

= hminf (/(x(/J) -/(u))/||x(/J - u||< (x*, h)- e
K-* 00

showing that the distance from x* to d'fiu) is not less than £. This is true for any u

of a neighborhood of z so that x* cannot belong to daf(z).

4. Approximate subdifferentials of a sum. In this section we prove the following

Theorem 4. Let the functions /, andf2 be lower semicontinuous near z and such that

(4.1) dom(dT/,(z; •)) - dom(dT/2(z; •)) = X.
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Then

(4.2) 3a(/, +/2)(z)c3a/,(z) + 3a/2(z).

This is the first theorem of calculus of approximate subdifferentials. As in certain

other theories (e.g. convex analysis or analysis of C.g.g.'s), this result will be most

instrumental both in theory and applications.

We begin the proof with the following important lemma which is a particular case

of a more general result proved in [10].

Lemma 3. If the functions /, and f2 are lower semicontinuous near z, then for any

8>0

r(/,+/2)(z)c        U        (d'fx(xx) + d'f2(x2) + 8B),
x,&U(f,.z,S)

where B is the unit ball in X and U(f,z,8)={x\ \\x - z\\ < 8, \f(x) - fiz) |< 8).

Proof. The proof of the lemma is based on the penalty function method

mentioned in the Introduction. If d'(fx + f2)(z) = 0, there is nothing to prove. So

assume that x* E 3"(/, + f2)(z). Replacing/,(x) by/,(x) — (x*, x — z), if neces-

sary, we reduce the problem to the case x* = 0. We have, thus, to show that

(4.3) U        (37,(x,) + 372(x2))nô£^0.

As follows from Lemma 1, the function gs(x) = /,(x) + /2(x) + 5||x — z|| attains

a strict local minimum at z. We choose an £ > 0 in such a way that e < 8 and

g«(x) > gs(z), fj(x) > f(z) — 1/2 if ||x — z|| < e, x =£ z (which is possible since f

are l.s.c), and consider the function

pr(w, v, x) = f\(u) + f2(v) + (r/2)(||« — x|| +||o — x|| ) + ô||x — z||.

Let ur, vr, xr be such that ||«r — z|| < £, \\vr — z\\ ^ e, \\xr — z\\ < £ and

pr(ur, vr, xr) = min(p(w, v, x) \ \\u — z\\ < e, \\v — z\\ < e, ||x — z|| < e} .

We have

/,(z) +f2(z) + r(\\ur - xr\\2+\\vr - xf) + 8\\xr - z\\

<4-4)        </,(",) +/2(«J + i + '(Ik - ^ll2 +lk - ^f) + «II*, - -II
= pr(Mr, vr, xr) + 1 <pr(z, z, z) + 1 =fi(z) +f2(z) + 1.

It follows that r(\\ur - xr\\2 + \\vr - xr\\2) + 8\\xr - z\\ < 1; in particular, the

sequences {ur}, {vr) and {xr} are bounded and we may assume that they converge

to some U, v and x such that ||x — z|| < e, ||ü — z|| < e and ||« — z|| < e. The

inequality above shows that x — ü — v.

It follows from (4.4) (in view of the fact that pr is l.s.c.) that

gs(x) =/,(x) +/2(x) + 8\\x - z||</,(z) +/2(z) = gs(z)

which may be true only if x = z, due to the choice of £. Thus, xr -> z,ur-+ z, vr ^> z

and (4.4) implies (as far as/, and/2 are l.s.c.) that /,(«„) -^ fx(z), f2(vr) -» f2(z). In
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the rest of the proof we assume r so large that ||xr — z|| < e, ||ii, — z|| < e, ||ur — z|| <

e> \f\(ur) ~~ZiC2)^ fi and \fi(vr) — f2(z)\< fi so that, in particular, pr attains an

unconditional local minimum at (ur, vr, xr).

If so then the Dini derivative of pr at (ur, vr, xr) is nonnegative for all values of its

argument. The latter is equivalent to the following inequalities where we have set

uf = -r(ur — xr) and v* = -r(vr — xr) (we recall that || • || is the Euclidean norm):

d'fx(ur;u)- (uf,u)>0,       Vu;

d'f2(vr;v)- (v*,v)>0,       Vu;

uf,x+ (t>r*,x)+8||x||>0,    Vx.

The first two relations show that uf £ d~fx(ur) and v* £ d~f2(vr) and the third

that ||u* + ur*|| < 8, that is, that uf + v* E 8B. As long as ||«r - z|| < 8, \\vr - z\\ < 8,

l/i("r) — f\(z) K fi and \fi(vr) ~~ fi(z) k fi»tms completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4. For notational simplicity we denote Q¡ = dom( dT/(z; •)).

Let Li be the linear hull of Q¡. It follows from (4.1) that the relative interiors of Qx

and Q2, denoted by riQx and riQ2, meet each other. Otherwise we could separate

the sets, which are convex cones according to [19], by a linear functional in

contradiction with (4.1). It is also clear that £, + L2 = X.

Take an x* £ 3a(/, + f2)(z) (for there is nothing to prove if 3a(/, + f2)(z) = 0 ).

Then there are sequences {x„} and (x*} such that x„ — z, xf -> x*, (/, + f2)(xn) -»

(fi + f2)(z) and x* £ 3"(/, + /2)(x„). By Lemma 3 there are un, vn, uf and v* such

that ||x„ - «J| - 0, ||x„ - oJ| - 0, /,(«„) -/,(x„) - 0, f2(v„) - f2(xn) - 0, uf £

d'fi(un), V* £ d'f2(v„) and \\xf - uf - v*n\\ - 0.

The theorem will be proved if we show that one of the sequences uf or v* is

bounded. Indeed, in this case the other is also bounded and for any accumulation

points u*, v* of the sequences we would have u* E 3a/,(z), v* E daf2(z). (We note

that/(x„) -*f¡(z) because the sum converges and the functions are l.s.c.) We shall

also have u* + v* — x* and therefore x* £ dafx(z) + 3a/2(z).

We shall prove that, say, the sequence uf is bounded if we show that for any

h E X there is a sequence of hn -> h such that limsup(w*, hn) is finite. (Indeed,

assume the contrary: ||w*|| -» oo. Let us set qn — «í/||w*||, and let, for simplicity, ai be

the limit of {<?„}. (Otherwise we shall take a subsequence.) Then, for any sequence

hn -+ h, we have, setting yn = \\hn - qn\\ -» 0.

«>hn)= (<^n)+ (<^hn - qn)^\\uf\\- yn\\uf\\^ oo.)

In fact, this may be proved only for ai E Qx U Q2 (because £, + L2 = X).

Let ai E Qx. By Proposition 6 there is a sequence hn-> h such that

(4.5) limsup {uf, Ai„)<lim supd-/,(U„; ai J < d'fx(z; h).
n-* oo n-* oo

Likewise, for an h E Q2 there is a sequence h'n-> h such that

lim sup (v*,h'„)<d'f2(z; h)<oc.

Taking into account that uf + v* -* x*, we see that

(4.6) liminf (uf, h'„)= (x*,h)- hmsup (v*, h'n)> -oo.
«-oo n-^oo
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Fix an h E ri Qx D ri Q2. If h E Lx, then there is an £ > 0 such that h ± eh E Qx.

According to (4.5) and (4.6) there are sequences h'n -» h and h"n -^ h + eh such that

e ■ limsup(«*, /i„)< limsup(w*, An')- hminf(w*, h'n)< oo,

where ai;i = e"'(ai^ — h"n) -» ai. Likewise, for any /i £ £2 we show in a similar way

that there is a sequence h'„-> h such that lim sup ( v*, h'n)< oo. As above, this

implies that liminf(«*, h'n)> -oo. Thus, given an h E £2, we can find a sequence

h'H-* -h such that for hn — -h'n -» A, we have

limsup(w*, A„)= -iiminf(w*, Aj,)< oo.

This completes the proof.

Corollary 4.1 (cf. [17]). Let fx and f2 be proper convex functions such that

ri(dom /,) n ri(dom f2) =£ 0. Then for any z, 3(/, + f2)(z) C 3/,(z) + 3/2(z).

Proof. Denote by L the linear hull of (dorn/,) U (dom/2), and let M be the

orthogonal complement of L. If <p is a convex function whose domain belongs to L,

then 3<p(x) = 3<p(x) + M for any x. This is true for/,,/2 and/, + f2. Therefore we

need to prove the corollary only the restrictions of /, and f2 to L. This, in turn,

means that there is no loss of generality in assuming that L — X.

If so, then (4.1) follows from the assumption on relative interiors (because for a

convex function, the "arrow" directional derivative of Rockafellar coincides with the

closure of the directional derivative [19]). Finally, a convex function subdifferentia-

ble at a point is necessarily l.s.c. at the point and if the sum of two convex functions

is l.s.c. at a point, then both functions are also l.s.c, so that there is ho loss of

generality in assuming the two functions lower semicontinuous. Thus, all we need is

to apply Theorem 4 and Proposition 5.

Corollary 4.2. Let Qx and Q2 be closed subsets of X such that z E Qx D Q2 and

(4.7) Tc(Qx,z)-Tc(Q2,z) = X.

Then Na(Qx n Q2, z) C Na(Qx, z) + Na(Q2, z).

Proof. We set

«,) = «a. ,) = {•■   ***?>
[ oo,    otherwise.

Then d'f(z; h) is the indicator function of TC(Q¡, z) so that we can apply Theorem

4 to the indicator functions.

Corollary 4.3. (/Aider the assumptions of Corollary 4.2, NC(QX H Q2, z) C

NC(QX, z) + NC(Q2, z).

Proof. It follows from Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 2 that NC(QX D Q2, z) belongs

to the closure of NC(QX, z) + NC(Q2, z) and we only need to show that the sum is a

closed set. But this follows from a general fact of finite dimensional convex analysis:

if convex cones Kx and £2 are such that ri £, D ri K2 ¥" 0 (which is the case if

K, - K2 = X), then (£, + £2)° = Kx° + £2°.
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Corollary 4.4. Let the functions fx and f2 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem A.

Then 3t.(/, +/2)(z) C 3,/,(z) + 3c/2(z).

Proof. Denote by U the space of all triples (a, ß, x), a, ß £ £, x E X, and let

Qx= {u=(a,ß,x)\a>fi(x)),    Q2= {« = {a,ß, x) \ ß >f2{x)),

Q= [u=(a,ß,x)\a + ß^fx(x)+f2(x)}.

Since/, and f2 are l.s.c, the three sets are closed. It is obvious that Qx D Q2 C Q.

We denote ¡7 = (/,(z), f2(z), z). Then ü £ Qx D Q2 and, as one can easily verify

(4.8) rc(ß, n q2, a) c tc{q, ü).

We shall prove next that Qx, Q2,u satisfy (4.7). Take an arbitrary u = (a, ß, x) E

U. Since (4.1) is valid for /, and f2, there are ai, £ dom(dT/(z; •)) such that

h, — h 2 = x. Then

it, = (df/,U; K),d'f2(z; h2) + ß, ai,) £ TC(QX, Ü),

u2 = (d7,(-; hx) - a, d'f2(z; h2), h2) E TC(Q2, S)

and ii, — u2 = (a, ß,hx — h2) — u.

By virtue of (4.8) and Corollary 4.2,

(4.9) TC°{Q,Û) C NeiQuû) + NC{Q2,Ü).

It is obvious that

Nc(Qx,u)={(X,0,x*)\(X,x*)ENc(epifx,(fx(z),z))},

NciQ2> «) = {(°- *> x*) I (X, x*) E A/(epi /2, (/2(z), z))}.

Finally,

TC°(Q, «) = {(X, X, x*) | (X, x*) E A/(epi /, (/(z), z))}

(where we have set/ = /, + f2). Indeed, by definition

TC(Q, Ü) = {(a, ß,h)\(a + ß,h)E £c(epi /, (f(z), ))}

and, on the other hand, the polar to the cone {(a, ß, h) \ (a + ß, h) £ K) (where

K C £ X X) is {(X, X, x*) | (X, x*) E K°).

Let x* E 3t.(/| +/2)(z). Then (-1,-1, x*) E TC°(Q, u) and, as follows from (4.8)

and (4.9), there are xf, i = 1,2, such that (-1, xf) E A(.(epi f,(f(z), z)) and x* =

x* + x|.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.5. If the functions /, aAid/2 are finite at z and satisfy the assumptions

of Theorem A, then

3a(/i V/2)(z) C       IJ       {x*+4|(-a,,x*)EAa(epi/,(/(z),z)),/=l,2}.
a|ï»0,a2>0

a\ +«2~ 1

Proof. Apply Corollary 4.2 to Qx = epi /, and Q2 — epi f2 having in mind that

epi( /, V f2 ) — (epi /, ) n (epi f2 ) and (see the proof of the preceding corollary)

Tc(Ql,(fi(z),z))=((X,h)\X>dif(z;h)}.
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A stronger result for the maximum function will be proved in the next section in

the case when the functions /, and f2 are Lipschitz near z.

Corollary 4.6. If, under the assumptions of the preceding corollary, dcfx(z) ¥= 0

anddj2(z) ¥= 0, then

3(.(/,V/2)(z)c U (a,3f/,(z) + «23(./2(z)),
«i»0+.a2>0 +

a^+a2— 1

where

0+dcf(x) = {x*\u* + tx* EdJ(x),Vu* E3£./(x),V/>0}.

Proof. This time we apply Corollary 4.3 to Q, = epi/,, Q2 = epi/2. If x* E

3,(/i V/2)(z), then (-1, x*) E A/(ß,ß2,((/, V/2)(z), z)) and (Corollary 4.3) there

are (-a,, uf) £ A/(g,.,(/(z), z)) such that (-1, x*) = (-<*„ uf) + (-a2, u$). It is

obvious that a, 2* 0, i = 1,2. If, say, a, > 0, then we set xf = wf/a, so that

(-1, xf) E A(.(ß„(/,(z), z)) and xf E 3c/,(z) or, equivalently, u* E axdjx(z). If

one of a,, say, a2, equals zero, then (0, «*) E Nc(Q2,(f2(z), z)) which is the same as

u*2 E0+dJ2(z) in view of the fact that 3(./2(z) ^ 0 and Nc(Q2,(f2(z), z)) is a

convex cone.    Q.E.D.

Remark 4.1. Corollary 4.1 has been included to show that Theorem 4 is suffi-

ciently powerful to imply the strongest version of the corresponding theorem of

finite dimensional convex analysis [17, Theorem 16.4]. As to Theorem 4 itself and

other corollaries, they are new as well as the results to be proved in the next section.

We do not assume, any more, one of the functions Lipschitz (as in the first

announcement [8]) or even directionally Lipschitz (as in Rockafellar's paper [18]

devoted to calculus of C.g.g.'s or in a forthcoming paper by Kruger [12] where a

version of approximate subdifferentials is cnsidered). As a matter of fact, neither of

the functions is even required to be continuous (or to have the arrow derivative

continuous at some point). But the latter is of course possible only in the finite

dimensional situation.

Remark 4.2. It may seem natural to ask under what additional assumptions the

inclusions become equalities. A possible set of such assumptions may consist of

equalities drf(z; h) — d'f(z; h) in the case of functions and Tc(Qt, z) — £(£>,, z)

in the case of sets (cf. [4, 18]). The proof of the inverses inclusions in this case is

almost trivial and follows from the obvious relations

d-(fi +/2)(x; h) 3= d'fx(x; h) + d'f2(x; ai),

Ho. nß2,x)cr(e„x)nr(o2,x).

5. Approximate coderivatives and approximate subdifferentials of a composition.

Consider a set-valued map £ from X into Y, let Graph £ = ((x,y)|y££(x)}

denote the graph of £, and let w E F(z).

Definition 3. The set-valued map

y* - D*F(z,w)(y*) = (x* E X*\(x*,-y*) £ Aa(Graph £, (z, w))}

will be called the approximate coderivative of £ at (z, w).
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We shall also consider the set-valued maps (see [1, 2])

y* - D*F(z,w)(y*) = [x* £ X* \ (x*, -y*) E Nc(Graph F,(z,w))}

and

h^D'F(z,w)(h)= [y\(h,y) E £(Graph £,(z, w))}

that will be called, respectively, Clarke's coderivative and contingent derivative of £

at (z, w). For a single-valued £, we write D*F(z) instead of D*F(z, F(z)) etc.

Theorem 5. Assume that:

(i) F is a continuous single-valued map from a neighborhood of z E X into Y;

(ii) g(y) is a lower semicontinuous function assuming a finite value at w = £(z);

(iii) dom(dT g(w; ■)) — KY = y where KY is the projection of Clarke's tangent cone

to Graph £ at (z,w) onto Y.

Then for fix) — (g ° £)(x) = g(F(x)), we have

3a/(z)c      U      D;Fiz)iy*)=D;Fiz)oaag(w).
y*£dag(w)

Proof. For notational convenience we denote by X(x, y) the function on A' X y

equal to g(y); let p(x, y) denote the indicator function of the graph of £ (i.e.

p(x, y) = 0 if y = £(x) and p(x, y) = oo if y ¥= F(x)). Finally, let <p(x, y) =

X(x, y) + p(x, y). Then

<P(*> y) =/(x), ify = £(x),

<p(x,y) = oo>f(x),    ify^F(x).

This means that d~<p((x, y);(h, v)) > d'fix; h) when y = £(x) or, equivalently,

that d'fix) X {0} C d'y(x, y) wheny = £(x). The latter implies that 3a/(z) X {0}

C day(z,w).

The function <p(x, y) is the sum of two l.s.c. functions satisfying the condition of

Theorem 4 by virtue of (hi). Indeed,

d'X((z,w);(h,v))=d'g(z;h),   VA,»,

so that dorn dT X = X X dom dT g, while d1 p is the indicator function of Clarke's

tangent cone to Graph £ at (z, w). For any given (x, y) E X X Y we can find (using

(iii)) a v' E dom(drg(w; •)) and («", v") £ dom(d1 p((z, w); •)) such that v' — v"

= y. But (u, v') E dom(dTX((z, w); ■)) for any u, in prticular for u' — x + u".

Therefore we conclude that dom(df X((z, w); ■)) — dom(dT p((z, w); ■)) = X X Y.

By Theorem 4 3atp(z, w) C 3„X(z, w) + dap(z, w). It is an easy matter to verify

that 3aX(z, w) = (0} X 3ag(»v), and 3ap(z, w) is by definition the normal cone of

Clarke to Graph £ at (z, w).

Thus, for any x* E 3a/(z) there are y* E 3ag(w) and («*, v*) £

Aa(Graph F,(z, w)) such that (x*,0) = (0, y*) + (a*, v*). It follows that u* = x*,

v* = -y* and therefore (x*, -y*) E Aa(Graph £, (z, w)) which is the same as x* E

7)a*£(z)(y*).    Q.E.D.
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Corollary 5.1. Let Q C Y be a closed set and G a continuous map from a

neighborhood of z £ X into Y such that w = G(z) E Q. We assume that T((Q, w) —

KY — Y where KY is the projection of Clarke 's tangent cone to Graph F at (z,w) onto

Y.

Then for £= G'\Q) = {x \ G(x) = 0}, we have

Na(P,z)C U D*aG(z)(y*)
y*(ENa(Q.G(z))

and

Nc{P,z)c U D*G(z)(y*).
v«EN,(C?,G(z))

Proof. The first inclusion follows from Theorem 5 if we set g(y) = 8(y, Q). We

can write the inclusion in the form

Aa(£,z)x{0} C Aa(GraphG,(z,w))+ {0} X Na(Q,G(z))

that implies, due to Theorem 2, that NC(P, z) X {0} belongs to the closure of the

sum

(5.1) A,(GraphG, (z, w)) + {0} X NC(Q, G(z)).

The second inclusion will be proved if we show that the sum is actually a closed

set. (Indeed, in this case any x* E NC(P, z) can be represented as a sum (x*,0) =

(u*, v*) + (0, y*) where (»*, v*) E Nc(graphG,(z, w)) and y* £ NC(Q, w) so that

x* = u*, v* — -y* and therefore x* E D*G(z)(y*).)

To prove that (5.1) is a closed set, we first note that

{0} XNc{Q,w) = Nc{XXQ,{z,w))

(which is obvious) and that TC(X X Q, (z, w)) — XX TC(Q, w). The assumptions of

the corollary ensure that

£f(GraphG,(z,w)) - TC(XX Q,(z,w)) = X X Y.

The proof that (5.1) is a closed set follows from here precisely as in the proof of

Corollary 4.3.

Corollary 5.2. Under the assumptions of the theorem,

3i.(go£)(z)c      U     D*F{z){y*) = D*F(z)odcg(F{z)).
y*edcg(w)

Proof. We apply Corollary 5.1 to Q = epi g and G: (a, x) -» (a, F(x)) (which is

a map from R X X into R X Y). Then £ = epi(g ° £) and the assumptions of

Corollary 5.1 are clearly satisfied.

It is an easy matter to verify that (X, x*) E D*G(a, x)(p, y*) if and only if X = p

and x* £ £»*£(x)(y*). By Corollary 5.1 for any x* such that (-l,x*)E

A4(epi f,(fiz\ z)) there is (ß, y*) E A/(epi g,(g(w), w)) (recall that g(w) =/(z))

such that (-1, x*) E D*G(f(z), z)(ß, y*) so that ß = -1 and x* £ £>,*£(z)(y*).

Q.E.D.
Certain results on set-valued maps relevant to Theorem 5 will be considered in the

next section while here we go on with single-valued compositions. There is another
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way to approach the notion of "approximate coderivative" in this case, namely, the

one connected with the set-valued map (cf. [7]) y* -* 3a(y* ° F)(z).

Proposition 8. Le/ F be a continuous single-valued map from a neighborhood of

z E X into Y. Then 3a(y* ° F)(z) C £>*£(z)(y*) and the two sets coincide for ally* if

F is Lipschitz near z.

Proof (cf. [9]). If (A, v) E £(Graph £,(x, £(x))), then there are f„\0, h„ -> A

such that /„"'(£(x + tnhn) - F(x)) -* v. It follows that

d'(y* °F)(x; A)<liminf/n-1(y*,£(x + /„Aj -£(x))= (y*,v)
n-* oo

so that

(5.2)    d'(y* o E)(x; h) < inf{(y*, y>| (A, y) E £(Graph £,(x, £(x)))}.

On the other hand, if £ is Lipschitz near z (and x is sufficiently close to z ) and

r„\0, A„ -* A are such that

/;' (y*, F(x + t„h„) - F(x)) - d'(y* ° £)(x; A),

then the sequence of t~\F(x + t„h„) — F(x)) is bounded. For any accumulation

point v of the sequence we have (A, v) E £(Graph £,(x, £(x))) and (y*, v)<

d'(y* ° F)(x; v) so that (5.2) becomes equality.

The inequality (5.2) means that any x* £ 3"(y* ° £)(x) satisfies

(x*,-y*) E £°(Graph£,(x, £(x)))

and the two inclusions are equivalent if £ is Lipschitz near z. Thus, whenever x„ -» z

and x* -» x* are such that xf £ 3"(y* ° £)(x„), we have (x„, £(x„)) -» (z, £(z))

(since £ is continuous) and (x*, -y*) E £°(Graph £, (x„, £(x„))). Therefore,

(x*, - y*) E Aa(Graph £,(z, F(z))).

Conversely, let £ be Lipschitz with constant ac, and let x„ -» z, xf -» x*, y* -> y*

be such that (x^, y*) E £(Graph £,(x„, £(x„))). Then xf E 3"(y* o F)(x„) and,

as follows from Lemma 3, there are u'n, u'¿ -» z and £„ -» 0 such that

xf E 3"(y* o F)(u'„) + d'((y„* -y*) ° £)«) + e„£.

Inasmuch as £is Lipschitz with constant k,

3-((yf -y*) ° F)(u) C||y* -y*\\B - (0}

and we conclude that x* E 3a(y* ° F)(z).   Q.E.D.

Combining Theorem 5 and Proposition 8, we obtain the following result.

Corollary 5.3. If, under the assumptions of Theorem 5, £ is Lipschitz near z, then

da(goF)(z)c       U       3a(y*°£)(z).
y*eaag(F(z))
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Corollary 5.4. If, under the assumptions of Theorem 5, £ is strictly differentiable

at z, then

3a(g°£)(z)c        U       F'*{z)y* = F'*{z)odag(F{z)),
y*edag(F(z))

where F'(z) is the derivative of F at z.

Corollary 5.4 is an immediate consequence of the theorem. Equally immediate

from Corollary 5.2 is the following result.

Corollary 5.5. (/Aider the assumptions of Corollary 5.4

3t.(go£)(z)C£'*(z)o3(.g(£(z)).

It is not clear, however, whether it is possible to replace approximate subdifferen-

tials by Clarke's generalized gradients in Corollary 5.3. The reason is that such a

replacement would be obviously impossible in case of Proposition 8.

We note also that in Corollary 5.4 both sides of the inclusion coincide if F'(z) is

onto. The inverse inclusion can be established by a direct calculation (see also [16]).

We conclude the section by proving two simple theorems, one of which is also an

easy corollary from Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. Assume that the functions fx(x) and f2(x) are Lipschitz near z and

fx(z)=f2(z).Then

3a(/,V/2)(z)c       U      da(axfi+a2f2)(z).
«|>0, a2>0

a¡ +ct2= 1

Proof. This follows from Corollary 5.3 if we define £: X -» R2 by £(x) =

(/,(x), /2(x)) and take the function g on £2 equal to the maximal of components:

g(£i> ¿2) = max{£i> ¿2}- This is a simple convex function whose subdifferential at

every point (|, £) is ((a,, a2) | a, > 0, a2 > 0, a, + a2 = 1}.

The same inclusion for Clarke's generalized gradients can be obtained by applying

together Theorems 6 and 2.

Theorem 7. Assume that the functions /, and f2 are lower semicontinuous near z and

finite at z. Then 3a(/, A/2)(z) C 3a/,(z) U 3a/2(z).

Proof. If, say,/,(x) = (/, A/2)(x), then d'fi(x; A) > d'(fi A/2)(x; A) for all A.

Thus 3~(/i °/2)(x) belongs to either d'fx(x) or d'f2(x). It remains to apply the

definition of approximate subdifferentials.

Remark 5.1. As in the preceding section, the results we have proved here are new

including those for Clarke's generalized gradients. In connection with the latter we

note that earlier formulae for the Cg.g. of a composition either were established

under the assumption that one of the functions is differentiable (as in [4, 18]) or

involved the convexification operation (as in [7, Proposition 9.14]).

Another new element is that certain results for approximate subdifferentials do

not have analogues for Clarke's generalized gradients (such as Proposition 8,

Theorem 7 and, maybe, Corollary 5.3).
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6. Application to surjections and stability theorems. We start with the following

auxiliary result giving a necessary condition for a minimum in a simple minimization

problem. Applications to more complex optimization problems will be considered in

the next section.

Proposition 9. £e/ fix) be an l.s.c. function finite at z and S C X a closed set

containing z. If f attains at z a local minimum on S and if dom( dr fiz; ■)) — TL(S, z)

= X, then 0 E 3a/(z) + Na(S, z).

Proof. Consider the function g(x) = fix) + 8(x, S). (As usual, 8(x, S) is the

indicator function of S.) If / attains at z a local minimum on S, then g attains an

unconditional local minimum at z. In this case 0 E 3_g(z) C 3ag(z) (because

d~g(z; A) is nonnegative). It remains to apply Theorem 4.

We shall use this proposition to prove a surjection criterion for set-valued maps.

Theorem 8. Let F be a set-valued map with closed graph from X into Y, and let

w E £(z). We assume that there are e > 0 and X > 0 such that \\x*\\ > e when

x* E D*F(x, y)(y*) for some x, y and y* such that ||x — z|| < X, ||y — w\\ < 2Xe aAid

||y*|| = 1. £AeAi for any 0 < a < X the image under F of the open a-ball around z

contains the open ea-ball around w:

U(w,ea)c     U     £(x) = £((/(z, a)).

\\x-z\\«x

Proof. The theorem follows from a similar result for Dini subdifferentials proved

in [9] but we shall give a direct independent proof based on Theorem 4 (via

Proposition 9).

Fix an a > 0, a < X, and let ||y — w|| = £ < ea. We assume that contrary to the

statement, y £ £(x) for any x such that ||x — z|| < a. Consider the function fix) =

p(y, F(x)) + k\\x — z\\, where p is the distance fromy to £(x) and £/a < k < e. We

have fiz) ^ ||y — w|| < ka; fix) s= ka > fiz) if ||x — z|| = a. Insofar as the graph

of £is closed,/is l.s.c. Therefore there is u £ AT such that ||w — z\\< a and/attains

an unconditional local minimum at u.

Let q E F(u) be such that ||y — q\\ — p(y, £(«))• Then the function g(x, t>) =

||y — t>|| + A||x — z|| attains a local minimum at (u, q) subject to the condition

(x, v) E Graph £.

The function g is Lipschitz and we can apply Proposition 9 to obtain the inclusion

0 E 3ag(n, a) + Aa(Graph F,(u, q)).

On the other hand, g is a convex function and the approximate subdifferential of g

coincides with its usual convex subdifferential (Proposition 5). Thus, taking into

account that y ¥= q (because ||m — z|| < a and we have assumed that y £ £(x) if

||x — z|| < a), we conclude that there are x*, y*, such that ||x*|| < ac < £, ||y*|| = 1

and

(x\y*)EAa(Graph£,(n,a))
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or, equivalently, x* E D*F(u, q)(-y*). But ||x — z|| < X and

\\q- w\\<\\y - w\\ + \\y - q\\< ka + p(y, F(u))

<ac« + f(u) <ka +f(z) <2ka^2Xe

and we arrive at a contradiction with the assumptions.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 8.1. Let F be a set-valued map from X into Y with closed graph. Assume

that there is w E £(z) such that ||x*|| > 0 when x* E D*F(z, w)(y*) and y* ¥= 0.

Then the image under F of any neighborhood of z contains a neighborhood of w.

If the assumptions of the theorem are satisfied, then the conclusion of the

corollary obviously follows from the theorem. Otherwise, there are sequences (x„},

{yn}> {**} and {y*} such that xn -> z, yn e F(x„), y„ -» w, xf -* O, \\y*\\ = l and

x* E D*F(xn, y„)(y*)- Lety* be an accumulation point of the sequence {y*}. Then

y* =?= 0 and, as follows from the upper semicontinuity property (1.1), (0,-y*) E

Aa(Graph £, (z, w)) or, equivalently, 0 E D*F(z, w)(y*) in contradiction with the

assumptions.

Corollary 8.2. Le/ F be a single-valued Lipschitz mapping from a neighbouhood of

z E Xinto Y. 7/0 E 3a(y* ° F)(z)for any y* ¥= 0, then f is surjective near z, that is to

say, there is a neighborhood U about z such that for any x E U and any open set V

containing x the set F(V) contains a neighborhood of F(x).

Proof. As follows from the proof of Corollary 8.1 (in view of Proposition 8)

0 E 3a(y* ° £)(x) if y* ^ 0 and x is sufficiently close to z. We prove the corollary

by applying Corollary 8.1 to every such x.

In connection with the last corollary we note that a set-valued map satisfying the

assumptions of Theorem 8 may fail to have such a surjection property for it may

happen that £(x) does not meet a neighborhood of w for certain x arbitrarily close

to z. But if we require that £(z) be bounded and every w E £(z) satisfy the

assumption of Theorem 8, then the surjection property for £ will easily follow from

the theorem (or from Corollary 8.1).

Corollary 8.3. £Ae following statement is true under the assumptions of Theorem

8: for any x such that ||x — z|| < X/2 we have

(6.1) p(x,F'\w))^eMw,F(x))

where £"'(y) = (x |y E £(x)}.

Proof. Take an x such that ||x — z|| < X/2. Then (since w £ F(z)) p(x, F'\w))

= y < X/2. We need to prove that p(w, F(x))> ey. Assume the contrary. Then

there is v E £(x) such that ||w — u|| < ey.

We notice further that the X/2-neighborhood of x belongs to the X-ball around z

and the XE-neighborhood of v belongs to the 2XE-ball around w. Therefore the

conditions of Theorem 8 are fulfilled with z replaced by x, w by v and X by X/2. It

follows that w E F(u) for some u satisfying ||m — x|| < y so that y = p(x, £"'(w)) <

v. The contradiction proves the claim.
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Corollary 8.4. Let F be a single-valued map from X into Y which is Lipschitz near

z and S C X a closed set containing z. We set M = {x E S\F(x) = F(z)}. If there

are e > 0 and X > 0 such that \\x* + u*\\ > e whenever x* E da(y* ° £)(x), u* E

Na(S, x), \\y*\\ = l,x ESand\\x- z\\<X,then

p(x,A/)<E-'||£(x)-£(z)||

for any x such that ||x - z|| < acX/2, wAere k = min(£/£, 1}, £ AeiAig the Lipschitz

constant of F.

Proof. We set

G(x) = ¡Fix)>    ifx£5,

1 0, ifxES.

Then Graph G = (Graph £) D (S X Y). Since £ is Lipschitz, we can be sure that

£f(Graph £, (x, £(x))) - TC(S X Y, (x, F(x))) = X X Y

for any x sufficiently close to z (because the projection of £t.(Graph £, (x, £(x)))

onto X is all of X and TC(S X Y,(x, £(x))) = TC(S, x) X Y). It follows, due to

Corollary 4.2, that

iVa(GraphG, (x, £(x))) C Aa(Graph £, (x, £(x))) + Na(S, x) X {0}.

In other words, any w* E D*G(x, F(x))(y*) (the inclusion implies that x E S) is a

sum w* = x* + u* where x* E D*F(x)(y*) and u* E Na(S, x). If ||y*|| = 1 and

||x - z|| < kX/2 (which implies that ||x - z|| < X and ||£(x) - £(z)|| < 2Xe), then

||w*|| > e by the assumption, and applying Corollary 8.3 to G we complete the proof.

We observe finally that the same arguments as in the proof of Corollary 8.1 easily

apply to show that conclusions of Corollaries 8.3 and 8.4 with constants not

specified beforehand are valid under assumptions imposed only at the point in

question. In other words, the following is true.

Corollary 8.5. £ei F be a set-valued map with closed graph, let w E F(z), and let

||x*|| > 0 if x* E D*F(z, w)(y*) for some y* ¥= 0. £AeAi there are e > 0 and X > 0

such that the conclusion of Corollary 8.3 is valid.

Likewise, if F is a Lipschitz map from a neighborhood of z EX into Y, S C X is a

closed set containing z and 0 E 3a(y* ° F)(z)for any nonzero y*, then there are e > 0

and X > 0 such that the conclusion of Corollary 8.4 is valid.

The results of this section go back to a famous theorem of Ljusternik containing a

description of tangent spaces to level sets of smooth maps. We refer to [6] for

explanation and further references and also for the first results involving non-

smoothness and generalized gradients of Clarke. Theorem 8 is closely connected with

corresponding results of [2, 7, 9]; as a matter of fact, it follows from Theorem 11.9 of

[7].
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7. Application to optimization problems. Consider the following problem:

(7.1) minimize/(x) subject to 0 E £(x),

where / is a function on X and £ a set-valued map from X into Y. We associate with

the problem the set-valued map G from X into RX Y defined by G(x) = {(a, y) \ a

>f(x),y(=F(x)}.
Assume that z is a local solution to (7.1), that is,/(x) > fiz) for any x sufficiently

close to z and such that 0 E £(x). This means that for no x (sufficiently close to z)

G(x) may contain a point (£,0) with £ </(z) or, consequently, that the image under

G of no neighborhood of x may contain a neighborhood of (fiz), 0).

This is one of the fundamental principles of the optimization theory. It follows

that G cannot meet the assumptions of Corollary 8.1 so that the following first order

necessary condition for an extremum in (7.10) is valid.

Proposition 10. IFe assume that f is l.s.c. near z and the graph of F is closed. If z

is a local solution to (7.1), then there is a nonzero (X, y*) E £ X Y* such that X < 0

and

EDa*G(z,(f(z),0))(X,y*).

The inequality X < 0 is due to the obvious fact that ß < 0 for any element

(x*, ß, y*) of the approximate normal cone to Graph G at any point (x, fix), y).

As usual, more detailed results are available under additional assumptions.

Proposition 11. We assume, in addition to Proposition 10, that fis Lipschitz near z.

Then there are X > 0 and y* E Y* such that X + \\y*\\ > 0 and 0 E X3a/(z) +

7>*£(z,0)(y*).

Proof. Consider the sets

ß, = {(x,a.y) EXXRXY\(a,x)Eepif},

Q2= {(x,a,y) E XX R X Y\y E£(x)}.

Or, if we ignore the order of variables, we may use a more eloquent expression

Ô, = epi / X y,       Q2 = £ X Graph £.

We have

(7.2) Aa(ô,,(z,/(z),Oy)) = Aa(epi/,(/(z),z))X {Oy.)

(where 0Y is the origin in Y etc.),

(7.3) Na(Q2,(z, f(z),0Y)) = {0R} X Na(GraphF,(z,0)),

(7.4) Tc(Qx,(z,f(z),0Y)) = Tc(epif,(f(z),z))XY,

(7.5) TC(Q2, (z, f{z), Oy)) = £ X £f(Graph £, (z,0)).

We notice also that Graph G = Qx D Q2 (where G is the same as in the preceding

proof).

The projection of Tc(epi f,(f(z), z)) onto X is all of X since / is Lipschitz.

Together with (7.4) and (7.5) this implies that

£(.£,, (z,/(z),0))-£f(ß2,(z,/(z),0)) = *X£X Y
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and therefore (see Corollary 4.2) that

(7.6) Na(Qx n Q2,(z, f(z),0)) C Na(Qx,(z, f(z),0)) + Na(Q2,(z, f(z),0)).

By Proposition 10 there is a nonzero pair (X, y*) such that

(0,-X,-y*) E Na(Qx D Q2,(z, f(z),0)),

and (7.6), (7.2), (7.3) show that there is an x* such that

(-X,x*)£Aa(epi/,(/(z),z))    and    (-x*,-y*) E Aa(Graph £, (z,0)).

If X = 0, then x* = 0 (since / is Lipschitz, see the proof of Theorem 2) and the

second inclusion gives 0 E £a*£(z,0)(y*). If X > 0, then x* £ X3a/(z) and we have

0 = x* - x* E X3a/(z) + £>a*£(z,0)(y*).    Q.E.D.

It is almost as easy to derive from Proposition 10 a necessary condition for the

"standard" problem of mathematical programming:

(7.7) minimize/0(x)

subject to

/(X)<0,        1=1,...,AA1,

(7-8) /,(*) = 0,     i = m+l,...,n,

xES.

But we shall give an independent proof assuming all functions Lipschitz.

Let us consider the spaces X = Rm+ ' X X and Y - R"+ ', the mapping F: X ->■ Y,

F(.a0,...,am,x) = (/0(x) - a0,...,fm(x) - am, fm+x (x),... ,/„(x))

and the set

S= ((o0,...,am,x)|aI-<0, i = 0,...,m; x E S) C X.

(We assume for simplicity that/0(z) = 0.)

If z is a local solution to (7.7), (7.8), then F(S D U) does not contain a

neighborhood of the origin in Y for any neighborhood U C X of the point z =

(/0(z),... ,fm(z), z). Corollary 8.5 says in this case that there is a nonzero y* E Y*

such that

(7.9) 0E3a(y*£)(z-) + Aa(S,z").

If we denote the components of y * by X0,...,X„, then(y* o £)(x) = 2X,/(x) —

1, where 1 stands for the corresponding linear functional on £m+l, i.e. 1:

(a0,...,am) - 2A,-a(.. On the other hand, Na(S, z) = Q X Na(S, z), where Q =

{(A>,-".Ä,)lA>0. i = 0,...,m; j8,. = 0 if f(z) < 0). With this notation (7.9)
reads

0E(-l)x3a(2X,/)(z) + ßXAa(S,z)

or, equivalently,

(7.10) 0E3a(2X,/)(z) + Aa(5,z),       \ E Q.

The last inclusion means that

(7.11) X,>0,    i = 0,...,m;        X,/(z) = 0,    i=\,...,m.
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Thus, we have proved the following result.

Proposition 12. We assume that the functions f, i = 0,... ,ai, are Lipschitz near z

and S is a closed set containing z. If z is a local solution to (7.7), (7.8), then there are

Lagrange multipliers X¡, i = 0,... ,ai, not all equal to zero and, such that the relations

(7.10) and (7.11) hold true.

Replacing in (7.10) 3a and Na by 3C. and Nc, we obtain a result uniting earlier

theorems of Clarke and Hiriart-Urruty (see [5]). Of course, this result follows from

Proposition 12 because approximate subdifferentials are never larger than C.g.g.'s.

Certain necessary conditions involving approximate subdifferentials can also be

found in [7, 13, 15].

8. Minimality properties.

Theorem 9. Let ÏTbe a class of l.s.c. functions on X containing convex functions and

sums of its elements. Assume that a set dfix) C X* (possibly empty) is associated with

every f E 'Sand every x E X in such a way that the following is true:

(i) 0 E 3/(x) if f attains a local minimum at x;

(ii) 3/(x) = limsupu^x,/iu)^ñx)df(u);

(iii) for a convex function dfix) is the usual convex subdifferential of fat x;

(iv) 3(/+ g)(x) C 3/(x) + 3g(x), provided that g is convex continuous.

Then for any f E ^and any x E X, we have daf(x) C 3/(x).

Proof. The proof is very simple. If x* E 3a/(x), then there are sequences x„ and

x* such that x„ -» x, xf -» x*, f(xn) — fix) and xf E d'f(xn). By Lemma 1, the

function g„(w) = fiu) + (1/ai)||w — x„|| — (xf, x — xn) attains a local minimum at

x„. Then 0 E 3g„(x„), by (i), and (iv) and (iii) imply that 0 E 3/(x„) + (\/n)B - xf.

This is the same as x* £ 3/(x„) + (1/ai)£ and, applying (ii), we see that x* E 3/(x).

The theorem implies the inclusion 3a/(x) C 3/(x) for convex l.s.c functions and

3a/(x) C 3c/(x) for Lipschitz functions.

The upper semicontinuity condition (ii) seems to be the most restrictive of the four

(the other three rather agree with any reasonable idea of a subdifferential). But we

need such a property in many situations. For instance, Corollaries 8.1 and 8.5

explicitly use it and Lagrangian-type necessary conditions are always based on

something like the corollaries. Also, we often need upper semicontinuity to prove

that a subdifferential is nonempty (as in (1.2)). (Dini subdifferentials which, in

general, are smaller than approximate subdifferentials do not have any upper

semicontinuity property. As a result, the relation 3~/(x) ¥=■ 0 may be not true for

them even if / is Lipschitz and no Lagrange multiplier rule can be stated in terms of

Dini subdifferentials. But they have the properties (i) and (ii).)

Thus, the condition must be present in one or another form. It can be weakened

as, say, in the corollary to follow but at the expense of another assumption which is,

however, more along the lines of the other three conditions of the theorem.
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Corollary 9.1. Assume that with any finite dimensional space X, any l.s.c. function

f on X and any x E X a set dfix) C X* is associated in such a way that conditions (i),

(iii), aAid (iv) of Theorem 9 are satisfied together with the following two:

(ii') iff is Lipschitz near x, then dfix) = lim supu_x dfiu);

(v) 3/(x) = (x* | (-1, x*) E A(epi /, (fix), x))} for any l.s.c function f and any x

such that |/(x) |< oo ; Aere N(S, u) is the "normal cone " associated with f:

N(S,u) =   U Xdp(S,u) .
X>0

Proof. By Theorem 9, 3a/(x) C 3/(x) if/is Lipschitz near x. Therefore dap(S, u)

C 3p(S, u) and an application of Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 concludes the proof.

The corollary implies that 3a/(x) C 3c/(x) for any lower semicontinuous function

/. We note in this connection that in examples we know both sets differ only on

meager sets. This leads to the following problem that seems to be of an interest.

Problem 1. 7s it true or not that daf(x) and dcf(x) generically coincide if f is

Lipschitz!

If the answer to the question is positive, then we shall have to conclude that

approximate subdifferentials are still large enough, despite being minimal.

But there are some other indications that approximate subdifferentials are not as

small as we would like them to be. For instance, the function fix) = x ■ sin(log|x|)

(which is Lipschitz) has the property that 0 E 3a/(0) but/(x) + e | x | does not attain

a local minimum at 0 if e < f2 . We infer from this example that the gap between

necessary and sufficient conditions in nonsmooth optimization cannot be closed to

such an extent as in the smooth theory. Another example: the inclusion in the

composition formula of Theorem 5 cannot be, in general, replaced by equality from

which we infer that Lagrangian-type necessary conditions in nonsmooth optimiza-

tion cannot be invariant with respect to Lipschitz transformations. All this suggests

the idea that, maybe, the class of Lipschitz functions is too large for certain

properties to be valid that, in turn, leads to the following problem.

Problem 2. Does there exist a subclass of Lipschitz functions containing continuously

differentiable and convex functions together with finite sums and upper and lower

bounds of its elements and having one (or all) of the following properties:

(a) if 0 £ 3a/(z ), then fix) + e\\x — z\\ attains a local minimum at z for any e > 0;

(b) the inclusion of Theorem 5 (or Theorem A) holds as an equality;

(c) ifdaf(x) = dag(x), then fix) - g(x) = const?
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